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Exclusive 15% discount off Cubo Lights 
 

      

 
 

Cubo is a sustainable, hand-crafted dual-purpose light, suitable for a variety of ambients, 
featuring a low voltage LED source made from FSC Beech wood and finished Danish oil. 
 
It's been almost a year since the Cubo, also launched in 2015, was nominated, long-listed 
and shortlisted for the Best Lighting Category at the World Interior News Awards 2015. 



 
To celebrate, we are offering an exclusive 15% discount off all Cubo Light orders. 
 
The Cubo can be purchased individually or in a special 2 pack and comes with a choice of 
colour rings - yellow, white, black or grey.  
 
It's dual purpose, one of the very few that can be hung on the wall or can be free standing 
on a flat surface with no alteration required.  Thanks to this, the Cubo can fit in different 
interiors such as children's rooms, living rooms, working areas and so on - the perfect 
reading light for those long winter nights. 
 
Simply use the voucher code CUBO15 at check-out to apply the 15% discount. 
 

 
 



 
 
 
#kukkaproducts  #cubo15  #winawards16  #lightingdesign  #design  #sustainability 
 
For more information or to view Kukka’s full product portfolio, please visit 
www.kukka.co.uk.  
 
For more details about Kukka, visit www.kukkastudio.co.uk or contact David Ryan 
david@kukka.co.uk.  
 

ENDS 
 
About Kukka 
 
Established in 2010, kukka™ is a British design house founded by designer Rona Meyuchas-
Koblenz. The products are made from sustainable materials and cultural behaviors; these 
are taken into account during the design process; Kukka admire craftsmanship, aesthetics, 
and functionality. 
  
All this is reflected throughout the production, technology methods, minimising of materials 
and components used for both products and packaging. 
  
The products are designed and made from actual day-to-day living experiences; as we 
observe, listen, feel as well as innovate, any Kukka™ product with confidence. 
 
About Kukka Loves 
Kukka Loves is a new collaboration concept that sits within Kukka’s online shop; a collection 
of selected pieces by designers and brands from all over the world. All items have been 
handpicked and selected by Kukka’s founder and creative director, Rona Meyuchas-Koblenz. 
 
All items have been picked that share the same brand and design values as Kukka – the 
collection has a sustainable and cultural ethos and the products have been inspired by 
everyday life, using minimal materials, components and stream- lined geometrical shapes. 
 
The designers in Kukka Loves are from many different countries around the world including 
UK, Switzerland, Denmark, Israel, Greece, Italy and Germany. 
 
The collaboration has products in lighting, homeware for the kitchen and children’s rooms, 
furniture for the home, and stationery – we have something for everyone. 
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